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Chicago Bulls fans thought they had it so good. From 1991 through 1993 the Bulls won three

consecutive NBA titles behind the talents of Michael Jordan and Scottie Pippen. When Jordan

retired in the fall of 1993, those fans thought the good times were over. In the fall of 1995,

however, Jordan was ready to make a full return to NBA action, Pippen was still the best

number two man in basketball, and then bad-boy Dennis Rodman was signed to join the

franchise that had grown to hate him. Suddenly, the Bulls had the greatest team in NBA history.

Bill Wennington’s Tales from the Bulls Hardwood tells some of the inside stories from that

team, the one that won three more NBA titles from 1996 through 1998. Seen from the eyes of

three-time NBA champion center Bill Wennington, the Bulls come to life differently, from an

insider’s point of view. The 1995-96 Bulls won an NBA record 72 games and became the

Beatles of professional sports. Followed everywhere and talked about endlessly, they captured

a national and international audience and kept all eyes upon them for three seasons, even

though everyone knew they were going to win. Fans will read about some of the most famous

names in basketball history. Jordan, the demanding team leader; Pippen, the true teammate;

Rodman, the reckless rebounder; Toni Kukoc, the outsider; Ron Harper, the former star turned

role player; Luc Longley, the affable Aussie; Steve Kerr, the John Paxson sequel; all playing for

Phil Jackson, the Zen master coach. These are stories fans have not heard before, but it’s not

their fault. They just weren’t there the way Bill Wennington was.Skyhorse Publishing, as well as

our Sports Publishing imprint, are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers

interested in sports?books about baseball, pro football, college football, pro and college

basketball, hockey, or soccer, we have a book about your sport or your team.Whether you are

a New York Yankees fan or hail from Red Sox nation; whether you are a die-hard Green Bay

Packers or Dallas Cowboys fan; whether you root for the Kentucky Wildcats, Louisville

Cardinals, UCLA Bruins, or Kansas Jayhawks; whether you route for the Boston Bruins,

Toronto Maple Leafs, Montreal Canadiens, or Los Angeles Kings; we have a book for you.

While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller,

we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other

publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
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ReturnI would like to thank the Chicago Bulls for the opportunity to play basketball for a great

city andfantastic fans. Also, I would like to thank all the coaches who made me the player I

became—Bernie Buckley, Jack Donohue, Lou Carnesecca, Dick Motta, Ettore Messina, Phil

Jackson, and especially my high school coach, Bob McKillop, who really molded me into the

player I could be. My dad Bill Sr. for starting me off with basketball in Canada (early morning

practices, I have never been a morning person). Anita and Isadore Caputo, my inlaws, for

helping me to understand values of all people, not just my own. My wife, Anne, for being there

for me my whole career, always helping me to be a better player and man. Hove you, Anne, my

forever princess. My son, Robbie, for sharing me with everyone who invades his time with dad

and understanding. I love you, Rob, you are my joy. My mom, Elswyth and Gary Harrison, who

were always a call away with support and great advice. Hey Old Woman, I miss yout—Bill

WenningtonI dedicate this book to my mother, Marilyn McDill, who taught me how to enjoy life,

and to the memory of my father, KB. McDill, who taught me how to deal with it.—Kent

McDillAcknowledgmentsKent McDill is a wonderful writer. He was really able to grasp my

thoughts and rambling statements, and put them onto paper so that many could understand.

He was also there for pretty much all of the hoopla, and he jogged my memory a lot. He also is

a much better researcher than I am. Thanks Kent!Then there is Anne. She has been very

instrumental in my whole career. I believe that all people make their own futures, but with

Anne’s help, I believe my past and future couldn’t be any better. Anne, you are the best! Grow

old with me; the best is yet to be!—Bill WenningtonI want to thank Bill Wennington for his time

and his effort in pulling this together. His enthusiasm for the project never wavered, and he

obviously did a great job of capsulizing the personalities that made the story of the Bulls’

championships such a compelling one.I would like to acknowledge Roland Lazenby’s book

Blood on the Horns, which told in great detail the story of the Bulls in the 1997-98 season. Bill

and I went through it to see what stories needed to be told from an insider’s perspective.I want

to thank the Daily Herald for allowing me to cover the Bulls from 1988 through the 1999

season. The newspaper spared no expense in covering that remarkable story.Thank you to the

Chicago Bulls and their media department for all their help over the years.Thank you also to



my family; my wife, Janice, and the kids—Haley, Dan, Lindsey and Kyle. I spent a lot of time on

the book that might have been spent with you, and I thank you for giving me that time.—Kent

McDillIntroductionAfter my first six years in the NBA, I reached the summer of 1993. I had

finished my second year playing in Italy, where the money was good and the opportunity was

great.My contract was over, and I wanted to give the NBA one more chance, because I knew I

could play and produce.The only two teams that showed any interest in me, because I had

been gone for two years, were Portland and the Bulls. I went to summer camp with Portland,

but the Trail Blazers eventually signed Chris Dudley, and they had another young kid they were

grooming for the center position. The Bulls had people seeing me play in the summer league,

and they contacted my agent.The Bulls guaranteed me one month with the team, and I thought

I would play enough that it would inspire another team to pick me up. If not, in December, the

foreign teams would start looking at NBA players that had been cut, and I could go back there.I

saw Michael Jordan in that first Bulls camp. He and I had played together in the McDonald’s All-

American High School game in 1981, and he said he was excited to finally have a chance to

play with me. And he winked at me. I didn’t know why, but then two days later he retired.I

thought, oh well, I guess that is not going to happen.Halfway through training camp, Scott

Williams tore his anterior cruciate ligament.The Bulls thought I was playing well, but they had

four centers. One of them was Bill Cartwright, and because of his age, they didn’t want him to

have to play a lot in training camp. So they decided to keep me another month, bring Bill along

slowly, and then cut me.But Bill didn’t actually play until midseason, and all of a sudden, there

was a position for me, along with Will Perdue and Stacey King.On that early west coast trip of

1993, I had only played maybe 11 or 12 minutes in five games, and we were playing in

Houston. We needed someone to play against Hakeem Olajuwon, and it turned out to be Will

Perdue. I played maybe two minutes in the first half, and we were getting killed, down by about

20 points at halftime. Will got into foul trouble early in the third quarter, and Phil Jackson called

me up and told me he was putting me into the game. “I’m sorry you are not prepared for this,”

he said. “All I want is for you not to get in foul trouble.”Well, I scored 16 points in the second

half, had 12 or 13 rebounds, and we lost by two. Reporters called me Air Wennington after that

game. It was an eye-opener for Phil, seeing that I could play and do the job. I started earning

playing time from then on.I think it is safe to say that coming to the Bulls as opposed to taking

the shot with Portland turned out to be one of the best decisions of my life. Financially, I was

given a lot more opportunity, and I am a lot more popular because I was on the Chicago Bulls

team. I made a home in Chicago because I was on that team. I’ve been endeared to the

Chicago sports fan because I was part of one of the best teams ever.You can ask Charles

Barkley and Patrick Ewing if they had great careers, and they will say yes, and they did. But if

you ask them if they regret anything, they will say yes. They regret they didn’t win a

championship. Every team in the NBA has one great player that scores 21 points a night, but at

the end of the year, there is only one team, and only 15 guys who will be NBA champions.I

ended up with three world championship rings, teammates and friends I will have for the rest of

my life, a new home to raise my family, and a long list of stories to tell, ones people actually

want to hear.These are those stories.CHAPTER ONEMichaelNone of this would have

happened without Michael Jordan. None of the winning, none of the championships, not this

book, and none of the many wonderful things that have happened in my life from the moment

he rejoined the Bulls in 1995. If there are chapters in this book where Michael is not named, it

is merely an oversight. Michael was the heartbeat that made the championship Chicago Bulls

live.Michael Jordan became the greatest basketball player in the history of the game not only

because of his God-given physical skills, but also because of the way he developed those



skills. There have been so many superlatives used to describe his abilities and his work ethic,

new words had to be invented.It is true the Bulls would not have won anything without Michael

Jordan’s talents. But the Bulls would not have won anything if Jordan had not pushed us all to

be the best athletes we could be. It was his drive to win, and his drive to play with quality

teammates, that made us into the team we were.Michael Jordan believed that if you were in

the NBA, you were there for a reason. He believed you had a talent, and you would work hard

to get the most out of that talent. But he also believed that talent and hard work were only the

beginning of the battle. You still had to prove your worth to him every day and you had to get

better every day. He expected you in practice every day to be the best you could be. There

were no days off with Michael Jordan around.When we practiced, Michael expected you to

have your shoes laced and be ready to play when you walked on the practice floor. That, in

Michael’s eyes, was a matter of professionalism. While Phil Jackson was our coach and the

chief of our tribe, Michael was the leader. He was the brave who enforced the chiefs rules. You

had to have a system and a pecking order, and it went down from Michael.Sometimes it was

Phil who decided we could use a day off, and sometimes it was Michael who decided. We

didn’t ask who was responsible. But we knew no day off came without Michael agreeing to

it.Michael expected you to do your job every time you went on the court, whether it was for a

game, a practice, or a shoot-around. I know every teammate had a way to tell when he had

pleased or displeased Michael.In my case, Michael would accept the fact that Shaquille O’Neal

weighed 70 pounds more than I did or was two inches taller than I was. If Shaq ran over me,

that was all right with Michael. He did not accept the fact that I might get out of Shaq’s way

because I didn’t want to get hit. Michael had arguments with players all the time because their

desire to play well and play hard did not live up to the expectations he had for them.On the

NoseI remember a game in which Michael got mad at Luc Longley, our affable Australian

center, because Luc wasn’t focusing on catching the ball. Michael got tired of Luc’s

mishandling the ball, and he just refused to pass Luc the ball anymore.With the triangle

offense, when the ball is supposed to go somewhere, and it doesn’t go there, everybody else is

out of position. Phil (Jackson) called a time out and said, “Michael, you have to pass Luc the

ball.” But Michael wouldn’t do it. He said, “No, I am not. I passed the ball to him twice, and he

didn’t catch it. I am not going to pass the ball to someone who is not going to catch the

ball.”The next day in practice, we had a meeting, and Phil said it again. “Michael, you have to

pass Luc the ball.”“Michael, I am trying my hardest,” Luc said.“Luc, you are not,” Michael said in

response. “You are not catching the ball. If I pass you the ball, you have to catch the ball.”They

talked it out, had a good discussion, there was nothing heated, and Michael finally said, “Luc, I

am going to pass you the ball in the next game, but if you don’t catch it, it is going to break your

nose.” The next game, Michael passed the ball, hard and right at Luc’s face. Luc caught it right

in front of his nose. But he did catch it.If Michael said something, he did it. And he expects you

to respond in a certain way, all of it with the intention of playing the game of basketball at its

highest level.Does this all sound hard to believe? Well, it was all true. Like I said, superlatives

do not do justice to the amount of drive Michael Jordan had to win. He knew he needed us to

help him do it, and none of us was going to hold him back by playing to less than the best of

our ability.Motivational PloyMichael already had the greatest personal drive I have ever seen.

But he then found a way to create within himself a greater desire to succeed. Michael would

use different outside influences to motivate himself every day.He hated seeing players sit out of

practice, unless he saw a bone coming out of a key body part. He called guys out on our team,

and got angry at them as a way to motivate himself. He would pull Ron Harper or Toni Kukoc

into practice, even when they were sitting out with minor injuries. He would tell them, “We need



you out there, you are part of the team.” Then he would run right at them in practice.You had to

stand up to Michael, and you had to show him that your level of desire was at least in the same

neighborhood as his. Then, of course, you ended up paying the price.One day, early in

practice, we were in a scrimmage. I was on the second team, Michael was on the first, and he

came right at me down the lane. I blocked his shot. I had done it before, and I would do it again.

But on this day, at that moment, I became Michael’s motivation for the rest of that practice.

Every shot he took, no matter whether we were playing five on five or three or three, he had to

shoot over ME. With each shot, he said, “Block that.”One time, in that same practice, he drove

down the lane, through the entire defense, then back out to the wing, where I was guarding my

guy. He ran right at me, shot the ball over my arms, and said, “Block that.”I did block one or two

more that day, but he got off more shots than I blocked, and he made the point. It was “Shoot

over Bill” day. I was his motivation, and it inspired me that day to work my butt off. We both

ended up working harder, simply because he got upset that I blocked that first shot.Reading

ReviewsMost athletes and coaches will tell you they don’t read the newspapers or listen to

sports radio, but they do. Everyone on the team knows what the beat writers or sports radio

voices are reporting. They are talking and writing about us, after all. It’s human nature to want

to know what they are saying.Michael used newspaper articles for motivation, but he didn’t so

much focus on writers or broadcasters, because they were not significant to his progress or

success.Michael liked to read not only what was being written about him in Chicago, but also

what was being written or said about him in the cities we visited as well. If we played in Miami,

say, and somebody on the team scored 30 or 40 points on him, and then said anything, and I

mean anything, about it in the newspaper the next day, Michael used that as his motivation for

the next time we played them. We called him “Black Cat,” and that cat would not forget. He

didn’t need to write it down; his memory about what he perceived as disrespect or a personal

slight was like a steel vault. He had a mental logbook he kept, and nothing got erased. The way

it worked was, if you scored 30 on him, he would score 40 on you the next time we played. If

you scored 40, he would score 50.You Could Look it UpHe used every little motivation to make

himself better. It didn’t matter to anyone that I blocked his shot in practice that one day. Big

deal, one shot, one lucky jump. But for him, on that day, it was a big deal, and he made it into a

huge deal.That’s what I respect most about Michael. He wasn’t just happy to be MVP of the

league, he had to be the MVP and a champion. He had to be the MVP on the best team. He

made the team better, which made him more successful. He was hard on himself, and hard on

everybody on the team, so we all understood what our roles were in relation to what Michael

was trying to accomplish. With Michael, if you were not ready to play, you were out of there,

and he didn’t mean off the court, he meant off the team.Jumping OnThe first full year Michael

came back, the 1995-96 season, he walked over to me and Steve Kerr and Jud Buechler with a

smile on his face at one of our first practices. We had played with him in the spring of the

previous season, but we hadn’t really gotten to know him yet.“You guys, you jump on the cape

and hold on tight, because I am going to try to buck you off,” Michael told us.He meant it. That’s

what made it work. He made the 12th guy on the team work as hard as he worked, even if it

was just to play one to three minutes a game every other game.CHAPTER TWOScottie

PippenScottie Pippen is my favorite Bull. It’s not the most popular thing to say in Chicago,

because Michael is supposed to be everybody’s favorite. And I loved Michael as a person and

as a teammate. I just appreciated Scottie more.Scottie is a passionate person, and he was

driven like Michael to succeed. He has said things and done things in his professional career,

at the spur of the moment, that have gotten him in trouble, but that is the way he does things.

But as a teammate, you could not ask for anyone better than Scottie, and that includes



Michael.Michael is the best player in the history of the game, and he makes everybody better.

Michael challenges you every day to be better. Michael will test you every day. But Michael will

also let you burn in the coach’s eyes to see how you handle the situation. Scottie handled his

relationships with his teammates differently, and better, in my opinion.In My DefenseI

remember one day we were watching game film at the Berto Center after a game the night

before. One of our instructions for that game was that we were not supposed to go help Luc

Longley defend the low post. He was supposed to handle that by himself. It wasn’t just for that

game, actually. Phil believed double-teaming the post compromised the wing and got

everybody running around trying to fill holes. He believed one man should be able to guard

another man by himself.One time in the game I was on the floor with Luc, and I was up on the

wing, out away from the post. According to Phils instructions, I couldn’t go any lower than the

foul line extended. I couldn’t double-team the post. Scottie and I were in the high post, past the

hash mark, past the three-point line, even, and the ball went into the low post, where Luc was

defending. Scottie said to me, “Bill, go help.” Obviously, that was against what we practiced, but

when you are on the floor, and trying to work as a team, you have to support the whole unit,

and believe that you will be supported as well. When Scottie says go, I go. I know Scottie had

my guy under control. So I went down, and I double-teamed the low post, and the center threw

the ball out, meaning the double-team accomplished its goal.The next day, watching film, I

knew as I was watching it that I had done something that was against what Phil wanted us to

do. And Phil was really on my butt.“Bill, what are you doing? We are not doubling in that

situation.” To defend myself, I said, “I just thought I should …” and just as I said “should” Scottie

spoke up.“Phil, I told him to go. I had his guy covered. I wanted him to go down and help.”At

that point, I became the biggest Scottie Pippen fan, right there and then. And that sort of thing

didn’t happen just once. It happened several times, and not just with me, but with all the players

on the team. Scottie wasn’t exactly covering for us, he was explaining to Phil how things

sometimes happen on the floor that don’t go according to his plan. He had taken the role of a

leader on the floor, and he was defending his decisions to Phil in our film meeting. He was

accepting responsibility for the leadership he displayed.If the same thing happened with

Michael, he would let you burn under the coach’s examination and grilling and see what you

would say in your own defense. Of course, I would never say, “Michael told me to go.” I would

take the heat, because I was accountable for what I did, no matter the reason. For Michael, it

was a test of our willingness to stand up for ourselves. Did Michael respect me more or less

because I said it was my decision to go? Who knows? But Scottie didn’t test us the same way.I

Wonder?What was weird about life with the Bulls was that when something like that happened,

you got to wondering, “Was that entire incident orchestrated? Did Scottie and Michael and Phil

have this all arranged before the game, with Scottie giving us in-game instructions that went

against our coach’s wishes, then Phil created a scene in film study, and Michael reacted one

way to the incident (bad cop) while Scottie reacted another way (good cop), just to see what

would happen? Were they trying to find out what kind of character I had?”With Phil Jackson,

master motivator and intellectual basketball coach, such things were possible. You thought that

way because it was just so different from what happened on other teams. And it ended up

happening to every player on the team. Everyone was tested in much the same way. It made

you wonder whether it was all part of a master plan.Phil was not beyond that kind of

psychological ploy.Scottie Was the ManMy first year with the Bulls was the 1993-94 season,

the first one Michael did not play because of his initial retirement. In that season, I saw Scottie

as No. 1, the top dog, the best player on the team. Scottie turned out to be a better No. 1 than

any other No. 1 I ever played with, other than Michael. I know he never took a team to a



championship without Michael, but I played with a lot of players—Chris Webber, Mark Aguirre,

Sam Perkins—who were supposed to take us to championships, and they did not do it. Scottie

was head and shoulders above all of those players in terms of leadership and what he stood

for as a team basketball player.Maybe he learned some of that from watching Michael all those

years. But you still had to have some of that kind of drive and desire and leadership qualities

within you to make it work the way Scottie did.Perhaps Scottie Pippen was not the guy to take

that last-second shot to win a game 50 percent of the time. Maybe he didn’t have the talent by

himself to carry a team to a championship. But you remember when Michael had the

commercial where he said he missed more shots than he made? That’s the truth of it. The

same was true for Scottie. He missed, too. But what Scottie represented to me is a player

whom I would pick first for my team every time. Even if Michael was available, I would pick

Scottie Pippen.The 1993-94 BullsThink about the team Scottie Pippen led in 1993-94, and the

atmosphere we were playing in. We had six brand-new guys, guys who were nothing but role

players, including me, Steve Kerr, Jud Buechler, Jason Caffey, Randy Brown, and Toni Kukoc,

who was like a fish out of water. The guys we had from the championship teams weren’t the

scoring leaders. They were Horace Grant, Bill Cartwright, B.J. Armstrong, Scott Williams and

Will Perdue. We were trying to maintain a success rate the city had become accustomed to,

and we were without the No. 1 reason we had that success. It was a hard season to play

because of the weight of expectation.But Scottie Pippen led that team to 55 wins, and only one

bad call in a playoff game in New York kept us from going to the NBA finals. He did it without

Michael, going further without Michael than Michael ever did without Scottie. Maybe its apples

and oranges, but that season was an indication of what Scottie was capable of doing as a team

leader.CHAPTER THREEPhil JacksonUniqueI certainly never had another coach anything like

Phil Jackson. I knew of him from his playing days with the New York Knicks, and it was a big

deal in New York when he became coach of the Bulls in 1989.By the time I got to the Bulls, Phil

was already declared a genius for pulling three championships out of the Bulls from 1991

through 1993. By 1995, Phil was very deep into his philosophies that extended beyond

basketball. He had already written a book from his playing days, entitled Maverick, and he had

another book out on his coaching experience.Phil Jackson had a lot of weird philosophies, but I

understood a lot of what he was saying. Native Americans view much of life as battle, and in

today's world, sports are our battleground. Indian tribes used to fight against other tribes. If you

look at the teams in the NBA as tribes, and you look at it as if today our tribe plays the Boston

tribe or the Cleveland tribe, and yesterday we played against the Indiana tribe, it creates an

entirely different viewpoint that helped us get through the drudgery of a long NBA season.Phil

brought in all that Native American, Indian artifacts, which was fine. He had Native American

paraphernalia in his office, and he talked about how we were a tribe. He was trying to create a

sense of camaraderie and a willingness to fight for each other.But the team he was talking to in

1996 wasn’t an American audience. He was talking to African Americans, a Croatian, an

Australian, a Canadian, and Dennis Rodman. He brought in all this stuff, and initially, none of

knew what he was talking about.He talked about war, and the reasons for war. He talked about

the pride of the tribe. He taught us breathing techniques, relaxing modes.His tribe talk never

was us against them. It wasn’t a black and white way of looking at our situation. He was telling

us “This is what we are. We are a tribe. We are the only ones who know who we are, so we will

listen only to each other.”Even now, I’m not sure I understand everything he was trying to tell

us.Yoga BullThen there was yoga.After working us through a strenuous practice, Phil called us

together and introduced us to a yoga instructor. He was going to help us become one with

ourselves. It didn’t go over well with anyone. But we all did it.
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Bill Ross, “Imagine you're a personal friend of Bill Wennington.... "Imagine you're a personal

friend of Bill Wennington.You ask him what it was really like to be part of the Bulls'

Championship team.You're in luck - his flight is delayed and, since you're a good friend, for the

next few hours he's going to give you a look behind the scenes.And he's going to introduce you

to everyone involved.Listen up, friend, and enjoy."That's what it seems like as you're reading

this book.And that's what I think it should state in the introduction."Tales from the Bulls

Hardwood" is a "must have" for all Bulls fans, basketball fans, and everyone who lives in

Chicago.In fact, anyone who followed the Bulls at all during the Championship years will enjoy

this book.For the few people out there who don't fall into one of these categories, well... you

might want to read the book just so you'll know what everyone else is talking about.The tales

are short, easy to read, enjoyable, and entertaining...You'll find yourself reading "just one more

tale" before putting the book down... and before you know it, you'll be finished - and looking for

more.”

Yankee fan, “Good. Many good. Good. Many good, inside stories of the time. Well thought out

and written.Looking for memory lane stories and this book produced them.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 5 people have provided feedback.
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